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Abstract- The two types of atoms stable and unstable atoms play the major role in the universe. The space consists of majority of stable
atoms in controversy to earth consists of majority of unstable atoms. The attraction and repulsion of unstable atom by stable atom produces
a torque. This torque depends on temperature and magnetic field. Thus, the earth rotates about itself. Due to the increase of temperature
the diameter of earth increases, that decreases the speed and the spinning of earth; causes climatic change.
Keywords: — stable atom, unstable atom, magnetic field etc.
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I.

stable atoms because both possess the high magnetic field.
The time taken by the space vehicle for its movement in the
space is very high due to the very high magnetic field of stable
atoms in the space. This is the first concept that proves that the
space consists of stable atoms with very high magnetic field.

INTRODUCTION

The space is not empty. It contains some types of element may
be discovered or not. Here we assumed the concept Bohr’s
principle. The principle says outermost electrons spinning as
sine wave. The assumption is opposite to the spinning of
electrons i.e. the outermost electrons is not spinning. The
space have full of stable atoms which posse’s high magnetic
power (both positive and negative).
It is pole variation process due to the magnetic field and
energies like heat .We took the assumption that, the universe
consists of two types of atoms such that stable atom and
unstable atom. It is depends on the spinning of electrons in the
outermost shell of the atom.

Fig 1.2.Volume of stable atom

The above fig shows the graph drawn between the percentage
of stable atom and the distance from the earth’s surface. When
move upwards, the volume of the stable atom increases to the
mass ‘dm’. Therefore, the some part of the space converted as
atmosphere.
Fig 1.1Types of atom
A.

Stable and unstable Atom

The atoms in which the electrons are not rotating that mean
the outermost electrons said to be stable. The electron in the
outermost shell is said to be unstable, if it rotating. If the
electrons in the outermost shell are stable, then it possess high
magnetic field. One stable atom cannot pass through other
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Fig.1.3.Volume of unstable atom

The sound is traveling in the atmosphere in the form of sine
waves that is the outermost electrons vibrated by this. When
producing the sound each atom took some energy and the
sound losses its strength. Therefore, it cannot here longer.
However, in the space the sound cannot travel, because the
sound wave does not collide in the outermost electrons in the
stable atom. Therefore, there is no chance for vibration of the
atom and sound cannot produce.

The volume of the unstable atom descreases when we move
form the earth surface to space,that is shown in the fig.1.3.this
is because of magnetic field and the energies,if its changes
means the volume of unstable atom increases.The time taken
by the space vehicle to move in the space depends upon the
resistance of stable atoms. This resistance power of an atom
gained from its high possession of magnetic field. The
resistance power is less for unstable atom and high for stable
atom. This is because of spinning of electron in the outermost

II.

shell. i.e., the resistance is equal to the magnetic power for
stable or unstable atom. In addition, the magnetic power equal
to the time taken by a space vehicle to move inside the
concentrated stable atoms. E.g., movement of flight vehicle in
the atmosphere is too fast, when compared to the space.

The combination of dust particle, made up of planet given the
shape by the strong magnetic field. The strong magnetic field
stops the motion of particles. The dust particle becomes
stationary .But due to the action of energies like heat made
some disturbance to the stationary particle. The cyclic
disturbance happening simultaneously that changes and the
shape of the fluid came. I.e. planet. The comets, stars, and sun
also came from this way only. However, it changes according
to the magnet and energy.

ρ = Τ= Mp
ρ→ resistance of the stable atom
T→ time taken to travel inside the concentrated atom
Mp→ magnetic power
The space vehicle travels in the space or in the atmosphere is
depends on the resistance of the stable atom or magnetic
power produced by the stable atom.
B.

Vibration of Atoms

The vibration occurs only in unstable atom while stable atoms
do not vibrate. The vibration of unstable atoms is due to
rotation of electrons in the outermost shell in controversy to
the stable atoms, whose outermost electrons will not rotate
(i.e. it is stable).The sound energy making contact to the
unstable atom and the vibration produced.
C.

Fig 1.4.Dynamic particle act as stationary.

Consider a single particle in dynamic motion made up of any
particle that it tends to the affection of magnetic field. The
magnetic field applied on the particle and converted that
dynamic motion into stationary. The particles only stationary
but may be the whole mass moving .I.e. the outermost
spinning of the electron arrested for some time. As the same
process happening simultaneously for more number of years,
the huge amount of stationary particles created.

Sharing of Energy

The sharing of energy occurs between the two atoms when
the spinning of one electrons present in the outermost shell
collides with another electron present in the outermost shell of
another unstable atom .When the collision takes place between
the two atoms then there will be a energy transfer occur which
tends the atoms to vibrate. The vibration does not take place
without transfer of energy. Therefore, there will be a heat is
produced during vibration. This heat produced itself proves
that there will be an energy transfer during the vibration of
atoms. The heat produced for flight vehicle is high and it is
less to travel in space.
D.

CREATION OF WORLD

The world or global is such a thing made up of atoms, small
particle, dust particle etc. However, all those matters are
modified or controls by the energies and waves particle
present, called nature. The shapes to the planets, comets or
stars was given by the strong magnetic and energies. The
magnetic field converting the oscillating or dynamics particle
in to the stationary and energy like heat gives the change and
made into the certain shape and vice versa.

Acting of Sound

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Fig.1.7.Diameter of earth at normal temperature
Fig.1.5.Particle stationary mass dynamic

Here we were considering the diameter including the
atmosphere, because the change happens in the atmosphere
only. As the temperature of earth increases due to global
warming, this causes the stable atoms surrounding the earth in
to unstable atoms. This causes the other stable atoms in the
space to move towards the earth. Let us consider the ‘dh’ as
distance between the Earth surface and beginning of space.
After the increases of 1°c, the stable atom converted us
unstable, atom. In addition, the surface increases to ‘dh+h’,
thus the diameter of the earth increases.

This stationary particle made by the magnetic particle so there
should be an attraction or repulsion property should be there.
This property helps to the particle for rearrange itself and
made a huge size of mass. This is happen under the successful
completion of disturbance made by energies. Therefore,
everything changes in the global means it is due to the effect
of magnetic field and energies.
III.

SPINNING OF EARTH

Fig.
1.6. Spinning of earth

The spinning of earth occurs due to the presence of unstable
atom inside a group of stable atoms. The earth consists of
majority of unstable atoms. This unstable atom is responsible
for the gravitational force. As the height increases from the
earth to space, the gravitational force decreases due the
decrease of unstable atoms. The space consists of majority of
stable atoms. Since our earth placed in the space, there is an
attraction or repletion force occurs between the earth and
space, which gives a torque to the earth. The torque produced,
causes the spinning of the earth. This torque depends upon
temperature and magnetic field.

Fig.1.8. Diameter of Earth after increasing Temperature.

If the earth diameter increases means, i.e. the atmospheric
level increased, that shows there will be a slight increase in the
weight of the earth. If the weight increases means, the
spinning speed decreased. The revolution of earth may take 25
hours. This leads to the drastically climatically changes in the
earth. The rainy seasons change as cold seasons or the cold
seasons may change as hot seasons. The season month
changes as per the increase of heat.

IV. DIAMETER OF EARTH

V.

CONCLUSION

The increase of heat in the earth surface makes the increase of
earth’s atmosphere as the unstable atom increases, which
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shows the whole diameter increases. However, it indirectly
shows the increases of volume of earth and weight. If the
weight increases means, the angular velocity of spinning
decreases. This leads to the climatic change of increasing
weight.
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